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DIRECTOR'S NOTE
“The more I  think about it ,  the more it ’s  just paint.”  

 
I  feel l ike I  owe you something.  Some goodness.  As though the past four years
of prancing around in studios at TMU (formerly Ryerson) has contractually

obligated me to save the world somehow.
 

I  recently had a conversation with the brilliant playwright of Hunger,  Ben
Yoganathan,  where he told me about the weekend following our graduation

from theatre school.  Ben went home for a few days,  to relax and recover
from our f inal days of school.  The f irst two days went swimmingly,  but by

the third day,  Ben felt restless and anxious about… not working on the next
thing.  

 
I ’m not sure if  this is  the curse of the artist,  or of young people in  general –

who carry the weight of the world’s future on our shoulders.  
 

Hunger is  a paradoxical play.  It  follows young people,  dealing with some of
life’s  most difficult tests.  It  argues for determinism while its characters
are beholden to their animal impulses.  And it  takes the beautiful concepts

of desire and intimacy and transforms them into something dreadful.  
 

But at its core,  Hunger is  about what it  means to take what you want.  What
it means to hand the controls over to your caveperson brain and blindly

paw at the thing your body needs most.  
 

I  hope that this play reminds you that at the end of the day,  we’re just
animals.  Wolves,  with no higher purpose than satisfying the cravings of our

hearts and minds.  
 

On its face,  a scary thought perhaps.  But in  an age of social,  cultural,  and
global accountabil ity,  it  may just be a comforting notion.  

 
It  is  for me.  

 

Desmond Lazar
 



SPECIAL THANKS

PLEASE NOTE HUNGER Contains:  depictions of

sexual activity and violence,  themes of

sexual assault and suicide,  loud noises,  use

of herbal cigarettes,  and explicit  language.

To the Terra Firma team for

providing us space and time to do

our work,  to our incredible cast and

crew for their passion and

dedication to this project.  To Ben

Yoganathan for offering us all his

beautiful play and to Felice Scriver

for letting us make theatre in her

living room.



CAST
Ella Berger as diane

Ella Berger is  so honoured to be playing the role of Diane in
Hunger.  Moreover,  she is  beyond proud of her fellow cast

and crew mates who put together this show and made it
possible.  She also wants to give a special shoutout to Pants

and Julio (Nazerah’s dogs)  for keeping us sane during our
late-night rehearsals.  Ella is  a Toronto and Vancouver

based actor,  and just completed her third year of the
Acting program at XU (formerly Ryerson).  Enjoy the show!

elena milo as april
Elena Milo is  an actor based in  Toronto who has just
completed her third year studying in  the Acting program at
Toronto metropolitan university,  and is  beyond excited to
be playing April  in  Hunger.  She is  continually inspired and
hungry (no pun intended) to dive into characters and
stories that portray raw human experience,  struggles and
questions- all of which Hunger has been no exception.  She is
so grateful to have worked with a cast and crew who have
made every moment of the process not only challenging and
full of growth,  but also so much fun.  

ethan zuckhan as jackson
Ethan Zuchkan (He/Him) is  an actor and writer based in  Toronto.

Having just recently graduated from the theatre performance
program at Toronto Metropolitan University (formally known as

Ryerson University) ,  Ethan is  excited to dive into the world of
theatre.  Ethan is  captivated by stories with a great emphasis on

the uncontrollable desires that humans have,  and Ben
Yoganathan’s “Hunger” is  no exception.  He is  extremely grateful

to have had the opportunity to work with a team of such
talented artists who have helped him grow as both person and as

an actor .



CREW
Ben yoganathan | playwright

Ben Yoganathan (he/him) is  an actor,  writer,  d irector and
musician,  born in Sri  Lanka but now based out of Toronto.  He

is  highly excited to be sharing this very special play with
the world.  He wishes to extend heartfelt thanks to the
Terra Firma festival,  the beautiful cast and crew, Kole

Durnford,  and to you for coming to the theatre.  

Desmond lazar | director
Desmond Lazar is  an emerging actor,  writer and director
based out of Toronto,  Ontario.  Outside of the theatre,
Desmond enjoys cooking,  board games and ski ing.  Inside of
the theatre he enjoys grounded characters being pushed
past their deepest l imits,  something Hunger superlatively
achieves.  Desmond has taken inspiration for his  directing
process from his work with Marianne McIssac,  T im Welham
and Aaron Jan.  He would also l ike to extend the deepest
gratitude to Ben Yoganathan for handing over his  beautiful
play,  and to Nazerah Carlisle,  without whom Hunger would
not have been possible.  

NAzareh Carlisle | Production and Stage manager
Nazerah Carlisle is  a multidisciplinary Tkaronto-based artist

and recent graduate of Performance Production at X
University that touches on all the aspects of creating

theatre.  She has a passion for stage management,  design,
directing and writing.  Her credits for the Terra Firma festival

include Stage Manager,  Hunger;  Set Designer,  I  and You &
Estranged Poets,  Costume Designer,  Echo.  Outside of Terra

Firma,  Nazerah has worked with Shakespeare in  the Ruff and
Hamilton Fringe Festival.  She wants to thank all of her

fellow collaborators for embracing her into their spaces and
letting her be a part of the creative process,  her mother and

her mentor,  Marianne McIsaac .



CREW
Luis Zaldivar Gonzalez | Assistant stage manager/set

design/head of props
Originally from Mexico City,  Luis  is  a Toronto-based theatre

maker who just completed his  second year of Performance
Production at Toronto Metropolitan University (formerly

Ryerson).  Luis’s  main interests in  theatre include:  stage
management,  production management,  designing,  and acting.  He
is  particularly excited to work in Terra Firma’s Production of

Hunger since he was able to touch on his  multiple passions
within one project.  Luis  wants to thank the team of Hunger for
allowing him the opportunity to be a part of such a wonderful

project,  and to his  family for the continuous support.  

Simon Gonzales | Assistant stage manager
Simon Gonzales is  originally from Manila but now lives and
works in Toronto’s performance industry.  He is  also a
recent graduate of the Performance Production program at
Toronto Metropolitan University.  S imon has interests in
stage management,  design,  and,  photography.  He wants to
give thanks to Nazerah for giving him the opportunity to be
a part of Hunger along with the cast and crew for letting
him into their creative space with open arms.  Also,  he would
like to send love to his  parents for their continued support.

zoe Lazarhoff | costume design
Zoe is  a recent graduate of Ryerson/Toronto Metropolitan

University,  with a Bachelor of F ine Arts in  Performance:
Production and a Minor in  Curatorial Studies.  Zoe

had worked on previous University productions in  roles such
as Wardrobe Supervisor,  The Gull (2021) ;  Assistant Costume

Designer,  Classics (2020);  and Assistant Costume
Designer,  Dances (2019) .  She is  hoping to combine her love of

costume and cultural heritage to further pursue an education
in textiles and museum studies .



CREW
finn browne | sound design

Finn is  a l ifelong learner from Stratford,  ON.  Just having
completed his  studies at XUniversity,  receiving a Bachelor of

Fine Arts.  F inn now lives and works in Toronto,
ON.  F inn’s passion for production and l ive entertainment has led

him to work in many aspects of production including
management,  designing and operating in  all of the “hard” tech

disciplines.  Developing a reputation for being a determined and
detail-oriented designer,  F inn will go to great lengths to

immerse audiences in  the work,  providing a meaningful and
powerful experience to the spectator.  

kit norman | lighting design
Kit Norman (she/they) is  a l ighting designer and electrician
based in Toronto.  They are a recent graduate of the
Performance Production program at X University.  X Works:
L ighting Designer,  Eurydice (2022);  L ighting Lead,  Untamed
(2021) ;  L ighting Lead,  The Gull (2021) ;  L ighting Designer,
rabbit hole (2021) ;  L ighting Designer,  Love and Information
(2020);  L ighting Designer,  No Solicitors,  New Voices Festival
(2020);  L ighting Designer,  Dysphoria,  Choreographic Works
(2020);  Assistant L ighting Designer,  Hamlet (2020);  Deck
Electrician,  Ryerson Dances (2019) ;  Production Assistant,
This is  How we L ive (2019)  Other Works:  Assistant Stage
Manager,  December Man,  Toronto Fringe Festival (2019)

Diana Martinez-Barrera | head of paints
Diana Martinez-Barrera (she/her) is  a Toronto based artist

and recent graduate of X University’s Performance:
Production program.  She has studied and worked with

different areas of production such as L ighting and Set Design,
but her main f ield being in  Technical Directing.  Recent works  

 include Head LX of Acting 4 Festival including shows such as
Knives in  Hens,  Hookman and Spring Awakening as well as

serving as the Technical Director for Untamed.  Other credits:
Technical Director for Coffeehouse 2022 and being a

Production Assistant for The Guild Festival Theatre 2021.
Diana is  excited and thankful for the team of Hunger for

granting her this new opportunity.



CREW

Erwin lau | Technical director
Erwin Lau is  a Toronto-based production student and going into

his third year studying Performance:  Production at X
University.  Erwin’s passion for theatrical performance in  the

field management but yet he is  also interested in  technical
aspect of l ive performance.  Erwin is  thrilled and honoured to

be involved with this production and to be working with such a
wonderful and talented crew and cast.   

alex Grozdanis | assistant technical director
Alex is  thrilled to be apart of hunger and work with this
fabulous team of artists and performers.  enjoy the show.

peyton Lohnes | production assistant
Peyton (He/Him) has just f inished his  f irst year studying

Performance Production at the Toronto
Metropolitan University.  He is  looking to venture in  to l ighting

design and technical direction in  l ive
entertainment.  He has worked on multiple shows at TMU

including Spring Awakening,  D inoland,  and
Knives in  Hens,  and he looks forward to the opportunities and

experiences that his  studies will provide
him .



MUSICIANS

paul trevor sandberg | lead composer and bass
Paul Trevor (“PT”)  Sandberg is  a Toronto based composer and

improviser.  He spends most of his  t ime playing improvised music
around the Toronto music scene where he plays upright and

electric bass.  He is  currently in  his  last stretch at the Jazz
Performance program at University of Toronto where he has

studied under the l ikes of Dave Young,  Dan Fortin,  and Andrew
Downing – all of whom have inspired him greatly.  Working on

the music for “Hunger” has been a wonderful process thanks to
the director,  Desmond Lazar,  and his  vis ion for the play,  and

has made PT’s f irst t ime composing for a play an enriching
experience .

 

Steven Noronha  |  P iano and composition

Christian Antonacci  |  Trumpet and Composition

Aidan McConnell  |  Drums and Composition




